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0. Introduction 
This paper is a sequel to [17], in which we showed how to construct for an 
arbitrary topos 6 a ‘best approximation’ to 6 by a topos y6 in which De Morgan’s 
law is satisfied. This construction generalizes the well-known Gleason cover of a 
topological space, in that if 6 is the topos of sheaves on a space X, then yK is 
(equivalent to) the topos of sheaves on the Gleason cover of X. 
Now the Gleason cover of a space was originally introduced as a by-product of 
Gleason’s investigation [5] of the connection between extremal disconnectedness 
and projectivity in categories of topological spaces, and it is natural to ask whether 
this projectivity theorem also has a topos-theoretic generalization. In this paper, we 
shall show that it does; we shall show that the projectivity of a topos I! (with respect 
to a suitable class of ‘proper maps’) in Zap is equivalent to the validity, in the 
internal logic of ci”, of the completeness theorem for coherent propositional logic, 
and that (under suitable assumptions on 6 ) this completeness theorem holds 
precisely when De Morgan’s law is valid in 6. In particular, this result enables us to 
recover all known cases of the projectivity theorem for topological spaces; it also 
extends it in a natural way to the category of locales [l 11. 
On the way to the projectivity theorem, we shall establish a couple of results 
which seem likely to be of independent interest. The first is a purely sheaf-theoretic 
characterization of proper maps between (sober) topological spaces, which we use as 
the motivation for our definition of ‘proper map of toposes’; the second is a 
technical emma (essentially due to Andre Joyal) which enables us to express every 
compact regular locale as a retract of a coherent locale, and incidentally focuses our 
attention on the class of all locales which can occur as retracts of coherent locales. 
1. Proper maps 
All formulations of the projectivity theorem for (noncompact) extremally dis- 
connected spaces involve the concept of proper map; so our first task in attempting 
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to find a topos-theoretic generalization of this theorem is to find a purely topos- 
theoretic definition of proper map (in particular, one which does not make any 
reference to the points of the spaces concerned). We recall the traditional definition: 
A continuous map f: Y-X is said to be perfect if 
(i) f has compact fibres, i.e. for every x~X, f-‘(x) is a compact subset of Y, 
(ii) f is closed, i.e. for every closed Cc Y, f(C) is closed in X. 
f is said to be proper if it satisfies (i) and (ii) and also: 
(iii) f is separated, i.e. the diagonal map d : Y- Yxx Y is closed. 
Condition (iii) is equivalent to saying that distinct points in a fibre off have 
disjoint neighbourhoods in Y; this is stronger than requiring the fibres off to be 
Hausdorff, but (unless X is Hausdorff) weaker than requiring Y itself to be 
Hausdorff. Because the topos of sets is Boolean, condition (ii) is equivalent to 
saying that universal quantification along f preserves open sets, i.e. if Vis open in Y 
then V~V)={XEXI~-‘(X)~ V) is open inX(since VAV)=X-f(Y- V)), and it is 
in this form that we shall normally use the condition. 
The key to recasting this definition in topos-theoretic terms lies in the theory of 
internal locales. If f: Y-X is a continuous map, then the induced geometric 
morphism Shv( Y)+Shv(X) is localic, i.e. Shv( Y) is recoverable as a Shv(X)-topos 
from the internal locale f*(Sr u) in Shv(X), where Q y denotes the subobject classifier 
in Shv( Y). (Explicitly, f*(sZy) is the sheaf on X defined by 
U~{open subsets off-t(U)}.) 
It is therefore reasonable to expect t!tat topological properties of the map f (at least 
those which are ‘local on the base’, such as propriety) should be related to locale- 
theoretic properties of f*(Q,); and since propriety is commonly viewed as a 
‘relativization of the notion of compactness, it should come as no surprise to learn 
that perfectness (resp. propriety) off is (more or less) equivalent to f,(Q,) being 
compact (resp. compact regular). 
In one direction, the implications hold without any restrictions on the spaces 
involved: 
1.1 Proposition. If f: Y-X is a perfect map, then f,(!S,) is a compact internal 
locale in Shv(X). 
Proof. Recall that a locale A is compact (i.e. its top element lA is finite) iff every 
ideal I of A with V, Z= IA actually contains IA. Now if S is a subsheaf of f*(Qy), 
VS is the smallest open VC_ Y such that S is contained in the subsheaf lseg(v) 
defined by 
lseg(v>(U)={open subsets off-t(U>n V}; 
equivalently, 
vs=U{VEa~Y)I(3UEn,(x))(VES(U))). 
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Hence VS= Y iff 
(IQ E Y)(3VE Q( Y))(ZzcIE Q(X))(y E VE S( I/)). (*) 
Now supposefis perfect, and let S be an ideal off,(Q) such that VS= Y; we must 
show that YE S(X). Let XE X. For each y of -t(x), we can find open sets U,, Vy 
satisfying (*); but since f -t(x) is compact we can cover it by a finite number of sets 
V y,, . . . , Vy,. Let 
u= i‘l rl;,, i= I v= CJ v_, nf-l(u). ( > i=l 
Since S is a sheaf, we have V,,, flf - ‘( LI) E S(u) for each i; since it is an ideal, we have 
VE S(u). Now let W= VJ( V) fl U; then XE W, and W is open by condition (ii). And 
f - l(W) c V, so we have f - ‘( W) E S( W). But the point x was arbitrary, so we can 
cover X by open sets W such that f - *( W) ES(W). Since S is a sheaf, it follows that 
Y=f-‘(X)ES(X). 
The above argument works for globally defined ideals S of f,(Q) (i.e. for global 
sections of the sheaf of ideals of f&S)); but in fact we can apply it also to ideals 
defined over some open subset U of X, since perfectness off implies perfectness of 
f ju:f-‘(U)-U. So f*(Qy) is internally compact in Shv(X). 0 
1.2 Proposition. Iff: Y-+X is aproper map, then f&2,) is a regular internal locale 
in Shv(X). 
Proof. Recall that a locale A is said to be regular if every aeA satisfies 
a=VA{bEAIb7a}, where 67 a means that there exists CE A with b/\ c= 0 and 
av c = 1. Now let V be an open subset of Y, y E V, and let x=f(y). For each 
z E f - ‘(x) - V, we can find disjoint open neighbourhoods U,, Wz of y and t in Y. 
But f-‘(x) - V is closed in f-‘(x) and therefore compact, so we can cover it by 
finitely many sets Wz,, . . . , Wz,. Let 
u= 0 uz,, w= cj w,,; 
,=I ;=, 
then U is an open neighbourhood of y, Un W= 0 and VU W a f - ‘(x). By condition 
(ii), N= b’,-(VU W) is an open neighbourhood of x; so if S denotes the subsheaf 
{U’Ef,(f2,)IU’Z V) of f&2,), we have Uflf-‘(N)ES(N). Hence REVS; but y 
was arbitrary, so VS= V. 
Once again, the above argument applies to global elements VE f,(Qr)(X), but we 
can ‘localize’ it over any open subset of X, so f*(.Qu) is internally regular. 0 
To establish the converse of Proposition 1.1, we need to impose some topological 
restriction on X. Recall that X is said to be a TD-space [2] if every singleton subset of 
X is locally closed (= the intersection of an open and a closed subset). 
1.3 Lemma. Iff&2 y) is compact in Shv(X) and K is a locally closed compact subset 
of X, then f - ‘(K) is compact. 
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Proof. Since the hypothesis of the lemma is an assertion in the internal logic of the 
topos Shv(X), it remains true locally on X, i.e. on restricting tofl I/: f -t(U)- U for 
any open CJcX. So by restricting to a suitable open subset if necessary, we may 
assume that K is actually closed in X. Let I be an ideal of open sets in f-‘(K) 
coveringf- t(K). We define a subsheaf J of f,(Q,) by 
VEJ(U)~ there is an open cover of UflK by sets U, such that 
eachf-t(UanK)n Vis in I. 
It is immediate from the form of the definition that J is a sheaf on X; it is an ideal of 
f,(Q) since I is an ideal and any two open covers of UnK have a common refine- 
ment. 
Now if y E Y, then either y Ef- ‘(K), in which case there is a neighbourhood Vof y 
with b’nf-‘(K) E I (so that VE J(X)); or else y@f -l(K), in which case YE 
( Y-f- l(K)) E J(X). So J satisfies the condition (*) in the proof of Proposition 1.1, 
i.e. VJ= Y. Hence by compactness we have YEJ(X), i.e. there is an open cover 
{ U, j a E A } of K such that eachf - ‘(U, f7 K) is in I. But K is compact, so we can take 
A to be finite, and hencef-‘(K)=U,,,f-‘(U,nK) is in I. 0 
1.4 Proposition. If X is a T,-space andf: Y-+X a map such that f&2 ).) is compacr 
in Shv(X), then f is perfect. 
Proof. Compactness of fibres follows from Lemma 1.3, since singletons are 
compact. 
Let V be open in Y, XE bj( I’). By restricting to a suitable open subset of X, we 
may assume {x} is closed. Define a subsheaf I of f&2,) by 
WE I(U) e either xe U, or there is a neighbourhood N of x with 
wnf-+v)c v. 
It is easy to verify that I is a sheaf, since xc Ua U, iff xE Ua for some u; also that it is 
an ideal of f*(Q), for if neighbourhoods N,, N2 of x suffice to prove that W,, W, 
are in I(U), then N, 17 N2 suffices for any open subset of W, U W2. 
Now let YE Y. Since f -l(x) c V, we have either YE I’(in which case yE VEX), 
or else f(y)#x (in which case y~( Y-f-‘(x))EI(X- {x})). So by condition (*) in 
the proof of Proposition 1.1, we have VI= Y, and hence by compactness YE I(X). 
So there is an open neighbourhood N of x with f -l(N) c V, i.e. NC bj( I’). Hence 
bj( V) is open. 0 
If the base space X is not To, it is possible to produce counterexamples to the 
implication of Proposition 1.4. For example if Y is any nonsober TO-space, the 
inclusion of Yin its soberification is not a closed map, but the morphism of sheaf 
toposes which it induces is an equivalence, and so satisfies the compactness 
condition of Proposition 1.4. With a little more ingenuity it is possible to construct a 
map f: Y-X whose soberification is perfect (and which therefore satisfies the 
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compactness condition), but which has a noncompact fibre over a non-locally- 
closed point of X. However, we shall see in Section 3 that (at least in the presence of 
the separatedness/regularity condition) no such counterexamples can exist for sober 
spaces X and Y. 
The converse of Proposition 1.2 is rather easier: 
1.5 Proposition. If Y is a T,-space, then any map f: Y-X for which f,(Q,) is 
regular in Shv(X) is a separated map. 
Proof. Let y, z be distinct points of some fibre f - l(x). Since Y is To, we can find an 
open set V containing just one of them, say y. Regarding V as an element of 
f.(Qr)(X), we deduce from regularity that there is an open neighbourhood N of x 
and open sets U, Wrf-l(N) such that YE U, Un W=0, and VU Waf-l(N). In 
particular, ZE W, and so I, W are disjoint open neighbourhoods of y and z in Y 
(equivalently, U xx W is an open neighbourhood of (y, z) in Y xx Y not meeting the 
diagonal). q 
The To hypothesis in Proposition 1.5 is not surprising, since if X is a single point 
the Proposition reduces to the usual proof that a regular To-space is Hausdorff. The 
preceding results encourage us to make the following definition: 
Definition. A geometric morphism f: Y--r ci is said to be perfect (resp. proper) ifit 
is localic (i.e. 1 is an object of generators for .7 over 6) and the internal locale 
f.(Q ,-) is compact (resp. compact regular) in A. 
Before beginning our investigation of perfect maps between general toposes, we 
need the following result from the theory of locales. (For our notation and 
terminology on locales, the reader is referred to [15].) 
1.6 Lemma. A compact sublocale of a regular locale is closed. 
Proof. Let A be a regular locale, j a nucleus on A such that Ai is compact. Since 
every sublocale of A is regular, we may (on replacing A by the closure fU(0)) Of Aj) 
assume that Aj is dense in A, i.e. that j(0) = 0. Let a be an element of A withj(a) = 1. 
Then a= V,{~EAI b<aJ, and so 1 = V,,(j(b)/ b7a). But the latter set is directed, 
and so there exists b7a with j(b)= 1. Now if c satisfies avc= 1 and b~c=O, then 
csj(c)=j(b)Aj(c)=j(b~c)=j(O)=O, 
andsoa=l. 
Now let a be any element of A, and suppose b?j(a). If c satisfies j(a) VC= 1 and 
b/\c=O, then j(aVc)zj(a)vc= 1, so by the argument above avc= 1 and hence 
bsa. So 
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thus A; = A is a closed sublocale of A. Cl 
1.7 Corollary. A perfect map f: .F+ d is closed in the sense that for every closed 
subtopos 7 of .F, the image of the composite geometric morphism .3’- 3L 8 is 
a closed subtopos of 6. 
Proof. The composite .F’-, .F+ & is perfect, since it corresponds to a closed sub- 
locale of the compact locale f&2 J. Now taking the image factorization of a localic 
geometric morphism d [A] -, 8 corresponds to taking the image factorization of the 
unique locale morphism A-Q in G (cf. [16, Lemma 2.8]), and since a continuous 
image (= subframe) of a compact locale is compact, it follows that the image of the 
composite above corresponds to a compact sublocale of Q in G. But I? is a regular 
locale in any topos; so by Lemma 1.6 the image is a closed subtopos of 8. 0 
Next we investigate the propriety of morphisms of the form A /X-d. 
1.8 Lemma. Let X be an object of a topos R’. Then 
(i) The canonical morphism G /X-, B is perfect iff X is K-finite. 
(ii) 6 /X- A is proper iff X is K-finite and decidable. 
Proof. (i) We have 17,&2,,x)aGX; and compactness of this locale is one of the 
equivalent definitions (‘J-finiteness’ in [18]) of Kuratowski-finiteness. 
(ii) If X is decidable, then the subobject 2x of complemented elements of Qx 
generates Qx (since the singleton map X-+RX factors through it); so RX is zero- 
dimensional and hence regular. Conversely if S2x is regular, then by Lemma I .6 
every compact sublocale (in particular, every compact open sublocale) of it must be 
closed, and hence every finite element of Qx is complemented, i.e. K(X) C 2x. But 
this is one of the equivalent definitions of decidability given in [I, Definition 
2.21. 0 
Combining Lemma 1.8 with the results of 1.1-1.5, we recover a well-known 
result about propriety of local homeomorphisms: 
1.9 Corollary. Let X be a To-space. Then a local homeomorphism f: Y+X is 
proper iff it is a finite covering projection. 
Proof. Since f is a local homeomorphism, we may identify Shv(Y) with 
Shv(X)/TCf), where IIJ) is the sheaf of sections off. So f is proper iff ZV) is K- 
finite and decidable; but in the presence of a natural number object, the decidable 
K-finite objects are precisely the objects locally isomorphic to finite cardinals [13, 
Exercise 9.51. And the finite cardinals are (locally) just the sheaves of sections of 
projections Xx F-+X, where F is a finite discrete space. 0 
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2. Retracts of coherent locales 
The results of Section 1 indicate that a topos-theoretic proof of the projectivity 
theorem will have to concern itself with properties of internal compact regular 
locales in a topos; in particular, with their behaviour under pullback along a 
geometric morphism. In order to tackle such questions, we shall find it invaluable to 
use a result which enables us to reduce them to the corresponding questions for 
coherent locales. 
Recall that a locale A is said to be coherent if there is a distributive lattice B such 
that A is isomorphic to the locale Idl(B) of ideals of B. We may embed B in Idl(B) 
by identifying elements of B with the principal ideals they generate; the latter are 
exactly the finite (=intranscessible [18]) elements of Idl(B). Thus we obtain an 
alternative characterization of coherence: A is coherent iff the subset S(A) of finite 
elements of A is closed under finite meets in A (and hence a sublattice of A), and 
generates A by unrestricted joins. If we assume the axiom of choice, then every 
coherent locale has enough points (i.e. may be identified with the open-set lattice of 
a topological space); the (sober) spaces whose open-set locales are coherent are 
precisely the spectral spaces of Hochster (81 (or the quasi-Boolean spaces of 
Hofmann and Keimel [9]). 
We shall also be interested in the class of locally compact locales. A locale is said 
to be focally compact if it is a continuous lattice in the sense of Scott [19], i.e. if 
every a ~5 A satisfies 
where b~a (“b is way below a”) means that every directed set S G A with VS?a 
contains an elements with SL b. Note that a4a iff a is finite, from which it follows 
easily that coherent locales are locally compact; indeed, since the set of finite 
elements below a is directed, the relation b 4 a holds in a coherent locale iff there is a 
finite element s with bsssa. 
In the open-set lattice of a topological space, the relation U+ V holds if there is a 
compact (not necessarily open) set K with UC K c V. (The converse is false; see 
[12].) Thus the open-set lattice of a locally compact space is a locally compact 
locale. Conversely, it has recently been proved [lo, 31 that any locally compact 
locale has enough points, and that its space of points is locally compact. 
It is easy to show that the relation 4 is stable under finite joins (i.e. that a1 eb, 
and a2 Q b2 imply a, va2 4 bl v 6,); but the corresponding result for finite meets does 
not hold in general. We shall say that a locale A is stably locally compact if it is 
locally compact and in addition 
a, =sb, and a2eb2 imply a,Aa2eb,r\b2. 
We shall be concerned extensively with locales which are compact and stably locally 
compact; we shall abbreviate ‘compact and stably locally compact’ to CSLC. It is 
clear that coherent locales are CSLC; also, we have: 
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2.1 Lemma. Compact regular locales are CSLC. 
Proof. We shall show that in a compact regular locale the relation 7 coincides with 
4; since 7 is clearly stable under finite meets, this is sufficient. Suppose b7a; let c 
be such that avc= 1, b~c=O, and let S be a directed set with VSra. Then 
V{sVclsES} laVc= 1, 
so by compactness there exists s E S with sv c = 1. Then b-?s and hence bzzs; so 
b<a. Conversely, the set {cl c7 a} is clearly directed; so regularity implies that if 
b<a, then there exists c with bzzc7a, and hence b7a. cl 
The importance of CSLC locales is enshrined in the next lemma, which is 
essentially due to A. Joyal. We shall say that a sublocale Ai of A is flat if it is also a 
sublattice of A (equivalently, if the nucleusj : A -A which defines it preserves finite 
joins, including 0, as well as finite meets). 
2.2 Lemma. Let Aj be a flat sublocale of A, and let B be a CSLC locale. Then every 
locale morphism f: A,*B can be extended to a morphism g : A- B. (In other 
words, CSLC locales are injective with respect o flat inclusions.) 
Proof. As in [15], we write f *: B--A, for the frame homomorphism corresponding 
to f. Define 
g*(b)=VA{f*(b’)/b’ab}. 
Then j(g*(b)) = VA,{ f *(b’) 16’4 6) = f *(b) since f * preserves joins and B is locally 
compact. So provided we can show that g* is a frame homomorphism, it will follow 
at once that the corresponding locale morphism g : A 4B is an extension off. 
Since B is compact, we have 1 B a 1 B and hence g *( 1 B) 1 f *( 1 B) = 1 A. Also, we have 
g*(b)/\g*(c)=VA{f*(b’)~b’~b)~V~{f*(c’)/c’<<c} 
= V,{f *(b’)l\f *(c’) / b’& b,c’ec} 
=VA{f*(b’Ac’)Ib’ab,c’4c) 
=V,{f*(d)/dab/\c}=g*(bAc), 
where the last line uses the stability of e. So g* preserves finite meets. 
Now consider a join b = V,S in B. By local compactness, we also have b = VBT 
where T= {t 1 (BE S)(t 4s)). Let b’g b; then by the definition of 4 there is a finite 
FG Twith VFzb’. So 
f *(b’) I V,,{ f *(t) 1 t E F} since f * preserves joins 
=VA{f*(t)/teF} SinceAjisflatinA 
I V, {g*(s) /SE S} by the definition of T. 
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Hence g*(6) = VA {f*(b’) j b’ Q b} I V,A {g*(s) Is E SJ; the reverse inequality is trivial 
since g* is order-preserving. So g* is a frame homomorphism. 0 
2.3 Corollary. Any CSLC locale may be expressed as a retract of a coherent locale. 
Proof. For any locale A, the canonical embedding of A in Idl(A) has a left adjoint, 
namely I- V, I, and the latter preserves finite meets by the infinite distributive law 
in A. So we may regard A as a sublocale of Idl(A); and it is clearly flat, since a finite 
join of principal ideals is principal. So if A is CSLC, we may apply Lemma 2.2 to 
the identity map A-A to obtain a one-sided inverse for the inclusion 
A + Idl(A). 0 
The converse of Corollary 2.3 is an easy extension of a result due to Scott [19, 
Proposition 2. IO]: 
2.4 Lemma. A retract of a CSLC locale is CSLC. 
Proof. Let A be a CSLC locale, and let e*: A+A be an idempotent frame homo- 
morphism. Write B for the image of e*; we must show that B is a CSLC locale. 
Let b E B, and suppose at b in A; then any directed SC_ B with VS? b contains an 
s with SL a, and hence s = e*(s) B e*(a). So e*(a) 6 b in B. Conversely, if a< b in B, 
then since 
we deduce that there exists ce b in A with ale*(c). The local compactness of B 
follows at once from the equality b = V{e*(c) 1 c eA b}, and compactness is 
immediate since 1 =e*(l) <,l; so it remains to check the stability of +. Suppose 
a,-+,b, and az4,b2; then we can find cl, c2 with ci -+ b; and a;se*(c,), and hence 
we have 
a,r\azIe*(c,/\c2)~gb,Ab2 
since clAc26AblAb2. 0 
2.5 Corollary. The CSLC locales are precisely the retracts of coherent locales. 
Proof. Immediate from Corollary 2.3, Lemma 2.4 and the fact that coherent 
locales are CSLC. 0 
We remark that all the arguments used in proving 2.1-2.5 are constructive, and 
so they can be applied to internal locales in a topos. The significance of Corollary 
2.5 is that it enables us to deduce a wide variety of results on CSLC locales from the 
corresponding results for coherent locales, which are usually easier to prove. We 
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shall make extensive use of this idea in the next section: but it seems appropriate to 
give here a couple of additional examples which are unrelated to the main theme of 
this paper. First, we can give for CSLC locales an appreciably simpler proof of the 
Tychonoff theorem than that in [15]: 
2.6 Proposition. A product of CSLC locales is CSLC. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that a product of coherent locales is coherent, for if A, is 
a retract of B, for each y, then f7A, is a retract of Z7B,. But coherent locales are 
precisely the free frames generated by distributive lattices; so the class of coherent 
locales is closed under coproducts in the category of frames (i.e. products in the 
category of locales). D 
Secondly, we have an extension of [13, Remark 7.491: 
2.7 Proposition. Let t be a topos with a natural number object, and A a CSLC 
internal locale in A. Then the localic d-topos 6 [A] of A-valued sheaves on A is 
exponentiable in the 2-category !Z3Zop/d of bounded 6-toposes, i.e. the functor 
(-) x/ &[A] : 2320p/R +%20p/6 
has a right (pseudo-)adjoint (-)” [*I. 
Proof. In [13, Remark 7.491, this result was proved for coherent locales A. 
(Actually, the proof given there assumed that the base topos 6 was the category of 
sets, but the argument may easily be ‘internalized’.) To extend it to CSLC locales, 
we have only to observe that, for any d-topos ..:‘, .Y(-) is (contravariantly) functorial 
insofar as it is defined, and that idempotents plit in Q2ap/G (which follows from 
[13, Corollary 4.481). 0 
3. Pullbacks of localic morphisms 
For a topos t”, let Loc(&) denote the category of internal locales in 8. In [16], we 
showed that for any geometric morphism f: .F + ri’ the functor f. : Loc(.Y)-+Loc(G) 
has a right adjoint f#, and that for any internal locale A in f;’ there is a pullback 
diagram 
Fu”(A)] - &[A] 
in 2’0~. In general, the description off “(A) in terms of A is rather complicated, and 
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it is not easy to deduce locale-theoretic properties of the former from those of the 
latter. However, these problems are greatly simplified when we work with coherent 
locales, thanks to the following result: 
3.1 Lemma. Let f: Y+ G be a geometric morphism, and A = Idl(B) a coherent 
locale in 8. Then f’(A) z IdlCf*(B)). 
Proof. Let Frm(&), DLat(i;) denote the categories of internal frames and 
distributive lattices in G. Then the diagram 
Frm(S) A Frm( a) 
DLat( Y) a DLat( 6) 
(where the vertical arrows are forgetful functors) clearly commutes, so on taking left 
adjoints of the functors involved, we get 
DLat( 8) /’ DLat( 9) 
k 11111 
Frm(G) f” Frm( 9) 
commuting up to isomorphism. (Note that f” appears as a left adjoint when we 
work with frames rather than locales.) 0 
In this section, we shall use Lemma 3.1 to prove a number of pullback-stability 
results for localic morphisms generated by coherent locales; but thanks to Corollary 
2.5 we shall be able to extend these results immediately to morphisms generated by 
CSLC locales. Thus we have: 
3.2 Corollary. Let f: 3-A‘ be a geometric morphism. Then the frtnctor 
f # : Loc( B ) -+ Loc( 92 preserves CSLC locales. 
Proof. Since f” is a functor, it preserves retractions; so this is immediate from 
Corollary 2.5 and Lemma 3.1. 0 
It does not seem possible to deduce from Lemma 3.1 alone that f” preserves 
compact regular locales (i.e. that proper morphisms are stable under pullback in 
20~); but in fact it can be proved directly that f * preserves regularity - see [16, 
Proposition 5.131. However, we shall not need this extra information. 
In general, surjectivity of geometric morphisms is not preserved under pullback in 
‘Xop (see [13, Exercise 7.11). However, for morphisms generated by CSLC locales, 
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we have two results which say that it is. Recall that a locale A is said to be consistent 
if the unique morphism A--R in Lot(6) is epi; in [16, Lemma 2.81 we showed that 
this condition is equivalent o (5” [A] ---* A being surjective. 
3.3 Proposition. Let f: 94 d be a geometric morphism, and A a consistent CSLC 
locale in 8. Then f “(A) is consistent. 
Proof. If A is a retract of a locale A’, then it is easy to see that A is consistent iff A’ 
is; so we reduce to the case when A is coherent. But for a coherent locale A = Idl(B), 
A is consistent iff B is nontrivial, i.e. satisfies ~(0 = 1) [16, Lemma 4.41; and the 
latter is a finitary geometric condition and so preserved by f *. So by Lemma 3.1 
consistency of A implies consistency of f*(A). 0 
3.4 Proposition. Let f: J+ 6 be a surjective geometric morphism, and A a CSLC 
locale in 6. Then in the pullback diagram 
F”[f#(A)] f’ &[A] 
I I 
s f ’ c 
the geometric morphism f’ is surjective. 
Proof. Once again, we may immediately reduce to the case when A is coherent, 
since a retract of a surjection in 2op2 is surjective. But if A = Idl(B) is coherent, then 
the topos S [A] of canonical E-valued sheaves on A is equivalent o that of sheaves 
for the finite cover topology on B [16, Lemma 4.61. Now the property of being a 
sheaf for the finite cover topology is a finitary geometric one (cf. [13, Remark 
7.49]), and so is preserved by inverse image functors. So we deduce thatf’* is simply 
the functor f* applied to finite-cover sheaves on B, and in particular that it is 
faithful when f * is. 0 
As an application of Proposition 3.4, we obtain a ‘relative’ version of the theorem 
that every CSLC locale has enough points, which in turn will enable us to obtain an 
improved version of Proposition 1.4 for sober spaces. 
3.5 Corollary. Let li be a Grothendieck topos having enough points, let A be a 
CSLC internal locale in li, and assume the axiom of choice holds in the topos .7 of 
constant sets. Then I~ [A] has enough points. 
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Proof. Given a point p : .Y’+ f’, form the pullback 
9;-----+ 8[‘4] 
then by Corollary 3.2 .;‘p is the topos of sheaves on a CSLC locale in 9’. Since any 
such locale has enough points [3, lo], .Fg is spatial. Now let K be a sufficient set of 
points of A [13, Corollary 7.17); then it is easy to see that we have a pullback 
diagram 
U .F- + A[A] 
PEK, I 
in which the bottom arrow is surjective, and hence so is the top one by Proposition 
3.4. But I_L.Fp has enough points since each .FD does; so &[A] has enough 
points. 0 
3.6 Corollary. Let 
P-Y 
i I f g z-x 
be a puNback diagram of sober spaces, and suppose f c (Q y) is a CSLC internal locale 
in Shv(X). Then the diagram 
Shv(P) - Shv( Y) 
Shv(Z) - Shv(X) 
is a pullback in ‘LOP. 
Proof. In general, the pullback Shv(Z) xs,,(,,Shv( Y) is the topos of sheaves on the 
pullback locale Q(Z) xocx,R( Y), which need not coincide with the pullback space 
[I I]; however, it is easy to see that points of the pullback topos correspond precisely 
to points of the space P, and hence the two do coincide whenever the pullback topos 
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has enough points. But in the present case, the latter fact follows 
Corollaries 3.2 and 3.5, since Shv(Z) has enough points. 0 
at once from 
3.7 Corollary. Let X and Y be sober spaces, and f: Y+X a map such that f,(Q u) is 
a CSLC internal locale in Shv(X). Then f is perfect. 
Proof. For each point x of X, we have a pullback diagram 




1 - x* .
applying Corollaries 3.6 and 3.2, we deduce that f -‘(x) is compact. Corollary 1.7 
tells us that for every closed Cc Y, the image of 
SWC) - Shv( Y) L Shv(X) 
is a closed subtopos of X; but since we do not (yet) know that f(C) is sober, the 
most we can deduce from this is that the soberification of f(C) is closed in X, or 
equivalently that f(C) is very dense [7, IV 9.1.7.2 (c)] in its closure. Let D denote the 
closure of f(C), and write g : C-D for the restriction off. Since g is the composite 
of the closed inclusion C-f - l(D) and the pullback f - l(D) -D off, it follows from 
Corollaries 3.2 and 3.6 (and the fact that the CSLC condition is inherited by closed 
sublocales) that g.(Q,-) is a CSLC locale in Shv(D). Also, C and D are sober, since 
sobriety is inherited by closed subspaces; and since g(C) is very dense in D, the 
morphism Shv(C)-Shv(D) which g induces is surjective, i.e. g,(Qc) is a consistent 
locale in Shv(D). So on combining Corollary 3.6 with Proposition 3.3, we deduce 
that for every XE D the fibre g-‘(x) is nonempty, i.e. g is surjective. So f(C) = D, i.e. 
f is a closed map. 0 
3.8 Corollary. Let f: YdX be an arbitrary continuous map. Then the induced 
geometric morphism Shv( Y)+Shv(X) is proper iff the soberification off is proper. 
Proof. Combine 1.1, 1.2, 1.5, 2.1 and 3.7. 0 
Since Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 hold without topological restrictions on X, it 
follows from Corollary 3.8 that the soberification of an arbitrary proper map is 
proper. In fact, J.R. Isbell has shown that one may give a direct topological proof 
of this result (even with ‘perfect’ in place of ‘proper’). 
In view of Corollary 3.7, it would clearly be interesting to have a topological 
characterization of those maps f: YdX such that fi(Qu) is CSLC. However, 
beyond the obvious fact that the class of such maps is intermediate between those of 
proper maps and perfect maps, I do not know what can be said about them. 
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4. The projectivity theorem 
As stated in the introduction, we wish to investigate which toposes are projective 
with respect to surjective proper geometric morphisms. However, as the results of 
the last section indicate, there is no extra effort involved in considering projectivity 
with respect to surjective CSLC localic morphisms. 
4.1 Lemma. The following conditions on a topos I! are equivalent: 
(i) R is projective with respect o surjective CSLC localic morphisms. 
(ii) Every surjective CSLC localic morphism i+ r: is split epi. 
(iii) Every consistent CSLC locale in 6 has a point. 
(iv) Every consistent coherent locale in d has a point. 
(v) Every nontrivial distributive lattice in 4‘ has a prime filter. 
Proof. (i) o (ii) since surjective CSLC localic morphisms are stable under pullback 
in 20p, by Corollary 3.2 and Proposition 3.3. 
(ii)o(iii) since by [16, Theorem 2.71 sections of the localic morphism (5 [A]--+<’ 
correspond to sections of the unique locale morphism A +R in A, i.e. to points of A. 
(iii) * (iv) follows, as usual, from Corollary 2.5. 
(iv) d(v): If p : Q+A is a point of A, then the frame homomorphism p*: A *f2 is 
determined by the subobject F +*A which it classifies; and the condition forp* to be 
a frame homomorphism is precisely that F should be a completely prime filter of A, 
i.e. a sub-meet-semilattice of A satisfying 
VS E Fe (3s E S)(s E F) 
for arbitrary subobjects S *-A. Now if A = Idl(B) is a coherent locale, there is a 
bijection between completely prime filters of A and prime filters P-B, given by 
and 
F-{bEBIlseg(b)EF}. 0 
Condition (iv) of Lemma 4.1 is equivalent to saying that the completeness 
theorem for coherent (= finitary geometric) propositional logic holds in G, since 
coherent locales are precisely the ‘Lindenbaum algebras’ of coherent propositional 
theories, and their points correspond to models of such theories (cf. [6, Chapter 
IV]). Now it is reasonable to suppose that some form of choice principle will be 
involved in the proof of any nontrivial completeness/projectivity theorem, so we 
henceforth restrict our attention to toposes d which are defined and bounded over a 
topos Y of constant sets in which the axiom of choice holds (i.e. Grothendieck 
toposes). However, even these restrictions on R are not sufficient, as the following 
example shows: 
4.2 Example. Let Z denote the additive group of integers, and let d be the category 
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of Z-sets in which every orbit is finite, and Z-equivariant maps. In [13, Exercise 
5.51, it is shown that (9 is a (Boolean) Grothendieck topos. Let B denote the set of 
periodic subsets of Z, i.e. 
it is clear that B is a sub-Boolean-algebra of the power-set of Z, and Z acts on it by 
translation in such a way as to make it an internal Boolean algebra in 6. Now the 
object Fil(B) of filters of B in ri is simply the set of all those filters of B (in .Y) which 
are periodic (i.e. mapped onto themselves by some nonzero translation), with the 
obvious Z-action by translation. Suppose a prime filter PC B is periodic, and let n 
be a period for it; let k be any positive integer not dividing n. Since the cosets of the 
subgroup kZ cover Z, one of them must be in P by primeness; but then by 
periodicity two such cosets must be in P, and hence their intersection 0 is in P, a 
contradiction. So the object PFil(B) of prime filters of B is empty, and hence the 
coherent locale Idl(B) has no points (even locally). q 
We therefore impose the further restriction on (I that it should be localic over Y, 
i.e. generated by subobjects of 1. For such an CT, the axiom of choice holds in the 
internal logic of 6 iff 6 is Boolean [13, Theorem 5.391; but Zorn’s Lemma is valid 
internally even for a non-Boolean 6. However, even more valuable for our purposes 
is the fact that we can apply Zorn’s Lemma externally (i.e. in the base topos 9’) to 
obtain internal information about A; the reason why this is more useful is that an 
internal application of the Lemma yields an internal existence statement (i.e. the 
assertion that the partial order under consideration has a maximal element locally), 
whereas an external application will yield a global (external) element which, if we 
are fortunate, will turn out to be internally maximal. Another instance of this 
phenomenon may be found in [4]; the one which we require at present is the 
following. 
4.3 Lemma. Let 6’ be a localic Y’-topos, and B an internal lattice in 8. Then every 
proper filter of B is contained in a maximal (proper) filter. 
Proof. Let F be a proper filter, and apply Zorn’s Lemma to the external poset P of 
proper filters which contain F. P is nonempty, since it contains F; and we may 
obtain upper bounds for directed subsets of P by forming unions, since & is a 
Grothendieck topos and therefore cocomplete. So we obtain a maximal element M 
of P; we have to show that M is internally a maximal filter of B, i.e. that U*(M) is 
maximal among the proper filters of U*(B) in B/U, for every object U of 6. But 
since 6 is generated by subobjects of 1, it suffices to consider the case when I/+ 1 is 
mono. 
Let G ti U*(B) be a proper filter of U*(B) containing U*(M); then the composite 
Z,(G)+-+.EuU*(B)=Bx U*B 
is mono in 6, and it is easy to see that the union of this subobject with M is a proper 
filter of B, which of course contains M. So by external maximality of A4 we must 
have z,(G)sM as subobjects of B, and hence G5 U*(.Cr). So U*(M) is 
maximal. 0 
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this paper: 
4.4 Theorem. Let I: be a localic .Y -topos (and assume Zorn’s Lemma holds in .J ). 
Then ri is projective with respect to surjective CSLC localic morphisms (in 
particular, with respect to surjective proper morphisms) in Top iff it satisfies De 
Morgan’s law. 
Proof. Suppose r: satisfies De Morgan’s law. By Lemma 4.3, every nontrivial 
distributive lattice in d has a maximal filter, and by the main theorem of [14] every 
such filter must be prime. So we have verified condition (v) of Lemma 4.1, and I’ is 
projective. 
Conversely, suppose 6 is projective. The Gleason cover map e: y6 -6 is 
surjective and proper [17, Corollary 1.41, and so it must have a section, i.e. the 
Boolean algebra Q, _ must have a prime filter. But we saw in [14] that R,, has a 
unique proper filter, and that this filter is prime iff De IMorgan’s law holds. C 
4.5 Corollary. Let X be a topological space. Then X is projective with respect o 
surjective proper maps of sober spaces iff it is extremally disconnected. 
Proof. Combine Theorem 4.4 with Corollary 3.8. 3 
By applying Zorn’s Lemma internally instead of externally, we may show that the 
assertion “Every CSLC locale has enough points” is internally valid in any localic 
Y’-topos which satisfies De Morgan’s law. However, for the reasons given earlier, 
this assertion appears to be less useful than the external existence-of-points 
statement in Lemma 4.1 (iii). 
It is of interest to ask whether the CSLC hypothesis on the internal locales which 
we consider can be weakened. Classically, it is true that every nontrivial compact 
locale has at least one point (though it may not have enough points); this may be 
proved by observing that any maximal ideal in a compact locale must be (prime and) 
principal, so that its complement is a completely prime filter. Such an argument will 
obviously not work in a non-Boolean topos; but there is an alternative approach to 
the same result, based on Banaschewski’s observation [3, Lemma 31 that maximal 
Scott-open filters are prime (and hence completely prime). However, despite the 
apparent similarity between this lemma and the proof that maximal filters are 
prime, it appears that the former does require the full Law of Excluded Middle, and 
not just De Morgan’s law. So at present Theorem 4.4 seems to be the best possible 
projectivity theorem for localic Y-toposes, although I do not know any example of 
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a perfect surjective morphism .F+ i, where I’ is localic and satisfies De Morgan’s 
law, which fails to split. 
Another direction in which we might generalize Theorem 4.4 is to consider 
projectivity with respect o nonlocalic morphisms. It seems likely (though I have not 
checked the details) that in a topos 8 satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.4 we 
can prove the completeness theorem for coherent predicate logic and not just for 
propositional logic, i.e. that every surjective coherent morphism .Y+d has a 
section. However, Example 4.2 shows that we cannot hope to remove the localic 
restriction on A itself, and so this generaliiation is possibly less interesting than it 
might otherwise have been. 
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